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From 26.09–05.10.2022, we carried out five user testing sessions with the aim of testing how
users understand the new options to save schema templates introduced in the latest version
of OpenRefine 3.7 and also demo the new workflow made possible by the Wikimedia
Commons extension for OpenRefine (which was not yet officially released during the user
testing sessions; but the sessions aimed to inform the official release planned for early
November 2022).

The participants in the sessions included five GLAM staff members and one user with a
Wikimedia community background. The participants also represented several different
country/ language contexts (Switzerland, New Zealand, Netherlands, Belgium, and the US).
One of the participants was fairly new to OpenRefine, but experienced with Wikimedia
Commons. One had used OpenRefine before, but mostly just for data reconciliation with
Wikidata. The rest of the participants were experienced OpenRefine users. This range of skill
sets helped us to identify various issues with the current workflows – ranging from need to
update terminology around specific functionalities, to feature improvement requests, to
simply need for more specific documentation around parts of the workflows. Below is an
outline of the core workflow issues and potential solutions discussed with participants during
these sessions.
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What worked well

Installation
Most users were able to successfully install the latest 3.7 snapshot of OpenRefine.

Reconciliation
Users were able to successfully reconcile data against Wikidata and (with some guidance) to
reconcile files against WM Commons.

Users appreciated being able to search and find new reconciliation services directly from the
reconciliation dialog menu.

Schema building
Most users were able to work around the current limited functionality when it comes to
creating wikitext by modifying existing wikitext pulled from previous uploads.

Upload
All users were able to perform media file uploads to Commons (with some guidance).

What didn’t work

Installation
Issue: Installing on Mac OS
One user recommended improving the user experience for installing OpenRefine on a Mac
OS, since the current process (requiring opening ‘System Preferences’ and permitting the
installation from an unrecognized developer) is not accessible to all users.

Project creation
Issue: Getting file paths for files on local computer is cumbersome [feature]
[documentation]
Users reported using tools like Pattypan to get a list of the file paths from their local machine
folder. Ideally this functionality can be incorporated in OpenRefine directly.

Possible solution: Either provide a new workflow within OpenRefine that can generate a list
of file paths based on a selection of a folder, OR include detailed documentation with
instructions how to obtain such a list on Mac, Windows, etc. See #13.

Issue: Option to open a public Google spreadsheet produced an error [bug]
One user could not load a public document directly and had to log in before the data sheet
became available to load.
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Error:

Documented on Github: See #5444.

Issue: Error message about memory usage during project creation. [bug]
A red alert about memory usage popped up during project creation even though users could
create projects successfully.

Documented on Github: See #72 and #5218.

Issue: Extension labeling [feature]
Users found the mixed use of Wikidata and Wikibase in the Extensions menu confusing.
Some users also thought that the wording of ‘Commons Extension’ in the ‘Get data from’
landing page should be updated to ‘Commons categories’ or ‘Wikimedia Commons
categories’ instead.

Possible solution: Use Wikibase instead of Wikidata as a label in the Extensions menu. See
#4525. Rename the entry under ‘Get data from’ option to be ‘Wikimedia Commons’ for
simplicity. See #62.

Issue: Choosing category depth as a number value [feature]
Looking at the options for starting a project via the Commons categories users were
confused by the category depth selector - several pointed out that it looks like a checkbox.

Possible solution: Clearly indicate that the inout type is a number by either using default
browser input functions or a dedicated counter script. Possibly grey out the field until users
select a category. Maybe include “0”-value as a starting point. See #68.

Issue: Unknown number of files pulled via the Commons extension [feature]
Users would like to see the total number of files (or rows/records) before they create their
projects (in order to know if they need to refine their category selection further or not - i.e. are
they getting too many results, not enough, etc).
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Possible solution: Add a counter for how many files/records exist under a category during the
“Configure parsing options” screen. Ideally, this is added as a large, bold number between
the "Start over" button and the "Configure parsing options" heading at the very top of the
screen. See #72.

Issue: ‘Load at most’ does not work during step to configure parsing options via the
Commons extension [bug]
One user was loading categories with many files in them and tried using the ‘Load at most [x]
row(s) of data.’ User entered 7000, but got back over 9000 records and 12000 rows in the
resulting project sheet.

Documented on Github: See #84.

Issue: Errors in category retrieval during step to configure parsing options via the
Commons extension [bug]
One user was loading categories with relatively long titles, which seemed to throw an error
during retrieval process at preview stage, as well as after project creation.

Error:

Documented on Github: See #85.

Reconciliation
Issue: Reconciliation before new item creation [feature] [documentation]
Not obvious that it’s necessary to first reconcile media file names against Commons before
uploading the files. But after explanation users found it was logical, it is essentially a
deduplication check and in keeping with how reconciliation works in Wikidata. When offered
a possibility to skip it (e.g. via an Action to create new items in ‘one go’, see #4985), users
explain that it is not a lot of work, but awareness about it is needed.

Possible solution: Make the action to create new items from each cell (from the Reconcile
menu) possible to apply directly before first running a reconciliation process (see #4985).
Provide additional instructions on this in the documentation. There could also be a remark in
the Issues tab for user to “Make sure to reconcile files before upload” - that way even if they
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skip full reconciliation and opt for the option explained here #4985, they would still be
prompted to go look for this option under the Reconcile menu.

Issue: Terminology [feature] [documentation]
A lot of the terminology around reconciliation is still quite opaque to users. One user was
confused by the term ‘manifest’ that is required to add for new reconciliation services. They
suggested using a simpler term like ‘service’ or ‘linking service’.

Possible solution: While changing established terms should not be done lightly, it might be
beneficial to test this further with a wider pool of users. Although many of the steps
throughout the reconciliation process can be documented well, detailed documentation alone
does not improve UX as much as choosing simple terms and logical sequences of actions
that require minimum documentation.

Data extension
Issue: No suggested properties apart from QID for some items in the Wikidata data
extension dialog [feature]
A user who encountered this issue requested that more suggested properties in the data
extension dialog would be helpful. Currently they can search and add them, but without
knowing the data model in some depth, it is not an easy task picking properties at random.

Screenshot:

Possible solution: This does not happen to all Wikidata reconciled values, so it would be
relevant to first identify what items (or classes of items) lack the option of auto-suggested
properties. Ideally if an item (or class of items) has at least several statements in Wikidata,
the properties for those statements would be visible in the suggested fields.
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Schema building
Issue: Confusion where to start from [feature]
Since the schema building screen is empty to begin with and the ‘+ add media’ / ‘+ add
statement’ calls to action are rather small and off centre, it is easy to miss what to do next.

Possible solution: Add more central calls to action. See #5050 and #5449.

Issue: Confusion what entity to add first [feature]
Since the ‘+ add media’ button conforms to the behaviours typical when uploading items to
Wikidata, it was not clear to users that they need to drop the column with the file name at the
top of the schema, some thought that the Wikidata item needs to go there.

Possible solution: Change the UX pattern when starting from ‘+ add media’ to be more clear
users need to add file name as lead entity. Remove duplication of file name afterwards. See
#5287.

Issue: Confusion around terms for schema, schema template, Wikitext templates and
how to save these [feature]
Users were not sure initially if the division between schema and schema templates was
useful, especially since there is the presence of Wikitext templates in the Wikimedia
community as well - naming a schema template Artwork was confusing what it refers to - the
Wikitext template, or not? After some discussion, it was identified that “save new…” is not
inclusive enough of all use cases users may want to save a schema as a template. At the
same time “save schema” being positioned close by also did not help clarify the difference
between schema template and schema.

The idea of a template itself was questioned as it was understood to be something
“pre-made” for users to just take and fill in, whereas the options of a schema template as
provided in the version tested here were much more flexible. It included building everything
already possible with a basic schema, plus saving “empty” states for some fields and then
saving that in a dedicated file that can be exchanged with users and used across different
projects (as opposed to previous state of schemas which were bound to a specific project).

Possible solution: Simplify terms, clarify button labeling, reduce redundancy. Schema
templates were already much more powerful than schemas, so schemas alone became
superfluous. A series of UI changes are documented here #5346.

Issue: Managing schema templates - unclear where to find the dialog and how it’s
different from other schema options [feature]
The option to import / export schema via the Extensions menu, in addition to the confusion
around terminology described in the issue above, added to the mixed up understandings.
The title of the dialog was also unclear while it still included the word template.

Possible solution: Import / export schema can be superseded by the possibility to just
manage schemas via the dedicated dialog, which can be linked to directly from the
Extensions menu. See: #5303. See further UI changes described here: #5347
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Issue: Indicate which schema template belongs to which Wikibase instance (eg
Wikidata, Commons, a specific Wikibase) in the schema management dialog [feature]
Typically saved schemas are not available for selection from the dropdown to ‘Select an
existing schema’ unless the correct Wikibase instance is selected. However when a user
opens the Manage schemas dialog window, all schemas are visible there and unless users
have very distinct names it may get hard to distinguish which one is the one they may want
to download, delete, etc.

Possible solution: Add the name of the Wikibase instance next to the corresponding schema
name. See #5450.

Issue: Wikitext building can be improved [feature] [documentation]
More experienced Wikimedia Commons users complained about the lack of options to ‘build’
Wikitext similar to the Upload Wizard in Commons, or the Pattypan spreadsheet-based
method. On the other hand users who were not experienced with Commons wished they
didn’t have to create Wikitext at all.

Possible solution: Current solutions explored with users during the session included starting
from existing Wikitext templates and tweaking those, which was relatively successful. That
method can be improved with some additional documentation and the creation of dedicated
Wikitext templates that can be saved as part of a ready-made schema. See #86.

A further idea discussed during the sessions was to provide a complete set of “building
blocks” for Wikitext as dropdown option menus - i.e. Wikitext template (such as Information,
Artwork, etc), licence, categories. For this option, users also requested the possibility to add
custom parameters as building blocks, too. See #48.

Issue: Lack of line breaks in Wikitext input field breaks upload [bug]
During the testing users also encountered that lack of support for line breaks in the Wikitext
input field would result in errors during upload. Line breaks were expected to be preserved.

Documented on Github: See #5341.

Issue: Wikitext input field needs to be bigger [feature]
Users were struggling to work with the current small field and wished it could be expanded
like other parts of the OpenRefine interface.

Documented on Github: See #5287 and #5341.

Issue: Dragging unreconciled file names in the schema should not be possible [bug]
Currently it’s possible to drag unreconciled file names in the schema tab (not under the main
entity field, but beneath the File path option. That should not be allowed because file names
should be reconciled and used in the main entity field above. Current behaviour can result in
errors e.g. users add the Wikidata item depicted in the image - common mistake - and then
add the file name column (unreconciled) under File name.

Possible solutions: Simply remove the duplicate file path entry field (see #5287) or at least
make it a requirement for the field to only accept reconciled columns.
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Upload
Issue: Looking for the upload button [feature]
Users not too familiar with the Wikibase extension kept looking for the upload button
elsewhere. Looking for the upload button under the extension menu was not obvious to them
and also the extension itself was still saying ‘Wikidata’ (not ‘ WM Commons’) – adding to the
confusion. Some users suggested that upload (including login step) could be moved to a new
whole tab, after “Preview”.

Possible solution: Changing the extension name from Wikidata to Wikimedia Commons
might help (see #4525). But it is possible to entirely reconsider upload and create a
dedicated tab for it, which can track issues as they occur during upload. See #5348.

Conclusion
The main take-aways from this round of user testing sessions are:

- Improving the schema building experience via incorporation of clearer terminology
around schemas, templates and saving states should remain a priority that requires
further testing after the issues documented in Github and listed in this report are
closed.

- Wikitext remains a challenge. Some of the ‘hacks’ introduced in these sessions
(e.g. tweaking existing Wikitext downloaded from already uploaded files) provide
temporary solutions, but a dedicated ‘Builder’ UI would be useful for most users. In
the short- to medium-term, OpenRefine can be framed as a primary tool for adding
structured data to already uploaded files, but it does not necessarily have to be a
primary upload tool. Users who need to create bulk uploads already use scripts for
the basic upload and Wikitext creation process, or use Pattypan, but they see a great
utility in OpenRefine as the only tool to reliably handle SDC. In the long-term, it may
be more sustainable for the community to move towards a single tool (i.e.
OpenRefine) for all processes – including upload – so as not to require maintenance
of multiple toolsets.

- Since the workflows introduced in the SDC extension are new to most users (even
though the workflows are built upon previous UX patterns from the Wikidata
extension), there is still a strongly expressed need for detailed documentation,
easily accessible guidance (including on data modelling and templates) and
onboarding materials for both existing and new users.
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